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INTRODUCTION:
The writer of this pamphlet can find no better words to express his reason for writing
than those of one of the greatest apostles
among Latter Day Saints concerning the Book
of Mormon . Apostle Orson Pratt s:aid:
"The Book of Mormon must be either true
or false .. . . If false, it is one of the most
cunning, wicked, bold, deep-laid impositions
ever palmed upon the world ; calculated to
deceive and ruin .millions who will sincerely
receive it as the word of God, and will suppose themselves securely built upon the rock
of truth until they are plunged, with their
families, into hopeless despair. The nature
of the book of Mormon is such that, if true,
no one can possibly be saved and reject it;
if false, no one can possibly be saved and
receive it . Therefore, every soul in all the
world is equally interested in ascertaining
If, after rigid exits truth or falsity . ...
amination, it be found an imposition, it
should be extensively published to the world
as such. The evidence and arguments upon
which the imposture was detected should be
clearly and logically stated, that those who
have been sin cerely, yet unfortunately,
deceived may perceive the nature of the deception, and be reclaimed, and that those
who continue to publish the delusion may be
exposed and silenced." (Introduction to Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon,
pp. 124, 125.)

The reader's attention is called to two statements in the above which serve as my reasons
for writing this pamphlet. First, if the Book of
Mormon is true, no one can possibly be saved
and reject it; but if it is false no one can believe it and be saved. I agree with this state3

ment. I also believe the Book of Mormon is
not true. H ence I feel an obligation both to
those who believe and those who now do not,
but may be led to believe it. I wish to save
those who now receive it; and I have hopes
of saving some who might otherwise receive
it as truth. My second r easo n is based on Mr.
Pratt 's statement that, if after examination,
"it be found an imposition, it should be extensively published to the world as such." I have
unansw erab le proof that the Book of Mormon,
as well as the Doctrine and Covenants, is not
inspired, th at they are self-contradictory,
that
they contradict each other, and that they hopeles sly contradict the Bible. If Apo stle Pratt had
had this information in his day, no doubt he
would have published it to the world; and since
he invited me to publish it that people who
believe the books "may be reclaimed, and that
tho se who continue to publish the delusion may
. be exposed and silenced," I feel free to do so
with the hope that his brethren of Latter Day
Saints will give the matter their respectful and
careful attention.
In th e beginning of this work allow me to
say that I respect the sincerity of the Latter
Day Saints, and that I am not in sympathy
with many of their enemies who charge them
with being guilty of every sin in the catalogue
of wickedness and immorality. And throughout
this pamphlet no quotation from such enemies
will be used. If the writings of Latter Day
Saints themselves do not furnish sufficient
proof that their books are not inspired, I am
4

ready to accept them. If appeal has to be made
to their bitter prejudiced enemies, I, for one,
am ready to accept and defend their doctrines.
Hence I propose to 'base this examination on
the books they accept as inspired. Reference
will be made to a few other books on purely
historical points, and then only to those writers who are f,air in their dealings.

WRITING OF THE PLATES:
Latter Day Saints confidently believe the
Book of Mormon to be inspired, but from the
statements of those who it is claimed made the
plates, we are justified in saying they did not
claim to be inspired. Nephi said:
"Yea, I make a record in the language of
my f:a.ther, which consists of the learning of
the Jews and the language of the Egyptians.
And I know that the record I make is true;
and I make it with mine own hand; and I
make it according to my knowledge." (1
Nephi 1 :2,3.)
"Nevertheless
I do not write anything
upon the plates save it be that I think it
be sacred. And now, if I do err, even they
did err of old." (1 Nephi 19:6.)
First, notice th:at Nephi did not claim to
be inspired; he simply wrote "according to his
knowledge."
And even the matter which he
wrote was not given by inspiration; he had to
select from his store of knowledge what things
to write. He says he was careful in his selection of what he wrote, and wrote nothing "save
it be that I think it be sacred." Next, he admits
that he might err in his selection of what he
wrote. That certainly does not sound like he
5

was writing a message given him by revelation
from God, for if it had been direct from God
he would not have had to select what he wrote,
and there would have been no possibility of
an error. Next, notice he said his record was
in "the language of my father," and then in
the next phrase he said it was in the "language of the Egyptians." Nephi was a Jew who
lived in Jerusalem in the "days of Zedekiah,
king of Judah," according to the story. How
could the record be in the language of his
father, a Jew, and yet in the language of the
Egyptia .ns? The Book of Mormon contradicts
itself in the first three verses!
Another writer of the Book of Mormon
makes it equally clear that he did not write by
inspiration.
Jacob said:
"And he gave me, Jacob, a commandment
that I should write upon these plates a few
of the things which I considered to be most
precious."
(Jacob 1 :2.)
"And it came to pass thrat I, Jacob, began
to be old; and the record of this people being kept on the other plates of Nephi,
wherefore, I conclude this record declaring
that I have written according to the best
of my knowledge." (Jacob 7:26,)
According to the story Jacob wrote to "the
best of my knowledge." Men inspired often
wrote things, the meaning of which they did
not know; neither do inspired men claim the
things they write to be of their knowledge,
but of that which God supplies. But another
writer admits imperfections
and makes excuses for them. Hear Mormon:
6

"Condemn me not because of mine imperfection, neither my father because of his
imperfection, neither them who have written before him. . . . And now, behold, we
have written this record according 1:-0our
knowledge . ... And if our plates had been
sufficiently large we would have written in
Hebrew; but the Hebrew hath been altered
by us also; and if we could have written
in Hebrew, behold, ye would have had
no imperfection in our record." (Mormon
9:31-33.),

Here iagain it is said that the records were
made "according to their knowledge" and not
by inspiration . They admit there are errors in
their records, and excuse them on the grounds
that they had to write in the "reformed Egyptian" language instead of their native Hebrew,
but failed to give us any reason why they
c<YUldnot use their native Hebrew. Can one
conceive of the Apostle Paul admitting that
something he wrote might be wrong, and excusing himself on the ground that he was
writing in Greek instead of his native tongue?
But the very Title Page of the Book of Mormon admits that there are mistakes, but excuses them on the ground that men (just what
men we know not) make mistakes. The statement reads: "And now, if there are faults they
are the mistakes of men." But inspired men do
not make mistakes in the matter which they
write, for it is given them by the Holy Spirit
who makes no mistakes. But in the face of all
these admissions by the writers, and in the
face of all the mistakes we will point out in
the following pages, Joseph Smith, Jr., said: "I
7

told the brethren that the Book of Mormon
was the most correct of any book on earth."
(Compendium, p. 273.)

TRANSLATION OF THE PLATES:
From the statement
made by Smith one
would expect to find the Book of Mormon as
near perfection as man aided by the Lord can
possibly make a book. Added to that when
we see how it was written we will have the
right to expect it to be absolutely faultless.
Joseph Smith, Jr., claimed to find some plates
in a hill in New York state on which was engraved the contents of the Book of Mormon.
With the help of stones provided lby the Lord,
called Urim and Thummim, he translated the
writing on the plates. The work of translating
was done in such way that it was impossible
for them to make mistakes. Hear what they
say:
"The prophet, scanning through the Urim
and Thummim, the golden pages, would see
appear, in lieu of the strange chariaders
thereon, their equivalent in English words.
These he would repeat and the scribe, separated from him by a veil or curtain, would
write them down ....
Until the writing was
corre ct in every particular, the words last
given would remain before the eyes of the
trans!fttor, and not disappear.
But on the
necessary correction being made, they would
immediately pass away and be succeeded
by others." (History of Church by Brigham
H. Roberts, p. 28.)
"I will now give you a description of the
manner in which the Book of Mormon was
translated. Joseph Smith would put the seer
stone into a hat, and put his :fiace in the
8

hat, drawing it closely around his face to
exclude the light; and in the darkness the
spiritual light would shine. A piece of something resembling parchment would appear,
and on that appeared the writing . One ch aracter at a time would appear, and under it
was the interpretation
in English. Brother
Joseph would read off the English to Oliver Cowdery, who was the principal scribe,
and when it was written down and repeated
to Brother Joseph to see if it was correct,
then it would disappear, and another character with the interpretation
would appear.
Thus the Book of Mormon was tnanslated
by the gift and power of God, and not by
the power of any man." (Address to Believers, David Whitmer, p. 12. Whitmer was
one of the three original witnesses of the
Book of Mormon.)
From this we gather frst, that Joseph Smith,
Jr., was not the translator of the plates at all.
Every Book of Mormon carries on its Title
Page, "Translated by Joseph Smith, jun." But
if these witnesses tell the truth he did not
translate at all. The translation was made by
the "seer stone" or "Urim and Thummin," and
Smith merely read off the translation to the
scribe. But in the next place, if this is the way
the translation was made there was absolutely
no chance for a mistake to be made. If a mistake was made, even to the spelling of a word
or a punctuation, the "words last given would ,
remain" until the necessary correction was
made. So, if the printer did not make a mistake, we may expect the book to lbe perfect in
every respect, in spelling, grammar, etc. But
such is not true. Fortunately we have a state9

ment from one in the printing office as follows:
"I helped rea .d proof on many pages of
the book, and at odd times set some type .
. . . The penmanship of the copy furnished
was good, but the grammar, spelling and
punctuation were done by John H. Gilbert,
who was chief composer in the office. I
have heard him swear many a time at the
syntax and orthography
of Cowdery, and
decl are that he would not set another line
of the type. There were no paragraph s, no
punctuation and no capitals. All that was
done in the printing office, and what a
time there used to be in straightening
sentences out." (Truth About Mormonism, by
Snowden, p. 68.)
Again we read, "The book passed into a
fluid condition and assumed a different form
with every edition. In 1842 an edition appeared bearing on its title page the announcement, 'Carefully revised by the translator,' and such corrections have continued
and a.ccumulated so that 'a comparison of
the latest Salt Lake edition with the first
has shown more than
three
thousand
changes.' " (Ibid, p. 69.)
That the reader may know the nature of
some of the mistakes, we give a few among
the many which might be given. From the
1830 edition, which is the first, I have copied
the following: "the prie sts was, p. 193; "They
was added," p. 192; "they did not fight against
God no more," p. 290; "that all might see the
writing which he had wrote upon the rent,''
p. 351; "I have wrote them," p. 506; "I were
about to write," p. 506; "teach baptism unto
they," p . 506; "this thing had ought not to be,"
p. 582; "and this he done," p. 224. These
10

samples bear out the statement of the printer.
Such mistakes might be excused if they had
not made su/ch claims, as the statements
quoted, as to the manner of the translation.
They tried to make it appear that the translation was made in such way that God said
just what he wished to say in the Book of
Mormon, in exactly the way he wished to say
it; and that there was no chance for man to
alter it, for if any change or mistake of any
kind was made, the words would not disappear
until the "necessary correction" was made. If
the thoughtful reader of the first edition of
the Book of Mormon !believes Smith's statements as to the manner of translation, he must
conclude that the God of the Book of Mormon
was very ignorant of the use of language. But
if the reader does not believe Smith's statements as to the manner of translation, how
can he have any faith in anything Smith
said?
There is another strange thing about the
wording of the Book of Mormon. The plates
were written, some of them as much as six
hundred years before Christ, and others in the
first century, while others were written in the
fourth century after Christ. The King James
version of our Bible, called the Authorized Version, was written in 1611 A. D. Students of the
Book of Mormon say that at least oneeighteenth of the book consists of word-forword quotations from this version of the
Bible. How could they have quoted it wordfor-word hundreds of years before it was writ 11

ten? But that is not all. There are some
errors in the King James version of our Bible.
For instance that version makes Paul say,
"Love is ' not easily provoked." (1 Cor. 13 :5.)
What Pa .ul actually said is, "Love is not provoked." The King James translators
added
the word easily, but put it in italics to show
that there was no word in the Greek manuscript for it. But .in the Book of Mormon,
(Moroni 7 :45), supposed to have been written
on a plate in A. D. 400-1200 years before the
King James translation
was made-we
read
that love "is not easily provoked." This one
thing alone proves that the material in the
Book of Mormon was composed after 1611, the
date of the Authorized Version of our Bible;
this proves the Book of Mormon is not inspired; that it is a fraud .
Before A. D. 1611 there was no such English
word as "baptize." The translators of the King
James version believed in and practiced sprinkling. If they had translated the Greek word
"baptizo," which is dip or immerse, they would
have destroy ed their practice of sprinkling. So
instead of translating
it, they spelled out the
Greek word with ·English letters; such is the
origin of the English word "baptize ." But the
writers of the plates from which the Book of
Mormon was translated used the word baptize
as frequently as they used any other word;
even Adam was baptized, and nearly everybody
from his day to this have lbeen baptized, or
someone has been baptized for them, according
to the Book of Mormon and Latter Day Saints'
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writings. The expression "fifth column" is of
recent origin. If you were to read a book supposed to have been written in the days of King
Arthur in which some -of his knights were said
to have used "fifth column" tactics, would you
believe it to be of ancient origin? No thoughtful reader could believe it. Here we have a
word that originated in A. D. 1611, and yet we
have plates supposed to have been written
B. C. 600 which contain it. The word was used
2200 years before its origin.
But here is something stranger still. In 2
Nephi 1:14 we have a quotation from Wm.
Shakespeare, "from whence no traveler can
return." Either Shakespeare found the plates
before Smith did and quoted from them, or the
author of the Book of Mormon quoted from
Shakespeare.
I prefer to believe the latter
which proves that the Book of Mormon was
composed since the days of Shakespeare.
Here is another thing about the translation
of the Book of Mormon which should make the
thoughtful reader wonder:
"But the Lord knoweth the things which
we have written, and also that none other
people knoweth our language; therefore he
hath prepared means for the interpretation
thereof." (Mormon 9 :34.}
Yet in the Pearl of Great Price, p. 55
(Joseph Smith 2:64) we read Smith's account
of Martin Harris' trip to Prof. Anthon of New
York City:
"Professor

Anthon

stated that the trans13

lation was correct, more so than any he had
before seen translated from the Egyptian.
I then showed him those which were not
yet translated ...
and he said they were
true characters ... and that the translation
of such of them as had been translated was
also correct."
Now, if "none other people knoweth our
language," and if these writings could not be
translated except by the means prepared by
the Lord for their translation, how could Prof.
Anthon, though a noted linguist, translate
them or know whether they were correctly
translated?
The thoughtful reader can not
accept both statements; yet both are supposed
to lbe inspired. One of these statements is
false, and it makes no difference which since
both are supposed to be inspired.

THE GOD OF THE LATTER DAY SAINTS:
I read a statement once concerning the God
of the Latter Day Saints which I thought was
unfair and could not be proved. The statement
follows:
"When the mask is thus torn off the Mormon God, 'the Eternal Father,' we see a
hideous disclosure of fleshly polygamous
gods reveling in sexual propagation through
all eternity . Such a God or gods are the
proper father of such a system of faith and
practice, and such a system is the proper
and necessary offspring of such sensual and
polygamous gods." (Truth About Mormonism," p. 129.)
But further investigation of the writings of
Latter Day Saints themselves has forced me
to a•ccept the statement as true, in spite of the
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fact that the first satement in their ARTICLES OF F'AITH reads , "We believe in God,
the Eternal Father." Do they believe that God
is eternal? Yes, in the same way that any man
may be eternal! but in no oth er way . But read:
"Gods, angels and men are all of one
species, one race, one great family, widely
diffused among the planetary systems, as
colonies, kingdoms, nations, etc." (Key to
Theology, p. 39.)
"God himself was once as we are now,
and is an exalted man . .. . It is necessary
that we should understand the character
and being of God, and how he came to be
so; for I am going to tell you how God came
to be God. We have imagined and supposed
that God was God from all eternity. I will
refute that idea, and will take away and do
away with the vail so that you may see ....
God himself, the Father of us all, dwelt on
an earth, the same as Jesus Christ himself
did ....
And you have got to learn how to
be Gods yourselves." (Joseph Smith, Jr., in
sermon in Nauvoo, April 6 ,1844, copied by
the writer from Journal of Discourses, V. 6,
pp. 3, 4.)
"The Father has a body of flesh and bones
as tang ible as a man's; the Son also: but
the Holy Ghost has not a body of flesh
and bones, but is a personage of Spirit."
(Doctrine and Covenants 130 :22-accepted
as inspired by L.D.S.)
Let us draw a few deductions from the foregoing . First, God is of the same species as
man; was once a man as we are, and is now
an exalted man. Hence God is not eternal in
any way th at any man on earth may not be
eternal. Se cond, Smith tried to refute the idea
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that God has been ''God from all eternity." So
the doctrine is absolutely opposed to the orthodox idea, supported by the Bible, that God is
God from everlasting
to everlasting.
(Psa.
90:2 .)
But here is an interesting statement, "The
Father has a body of flesh and bones ....
But
the Holy Ghost has not a body of flesh and
bones, but is a personage of Spirit." From
this I gather that a "personage of Spirit" has
not a body of flesh and bones, and truly there
is no other conclusion to reach. But in the
same book, Doctrine and Covenants, page 54, I
read: ''There are two personages who constitute the great ... power over all things. They
are the Fa.ther and the Son-the
Father being
a personage of Spirit, glory, and power." A
"personage of Spirit" has not flesh and bones,
\but the Father is a personage of Spirit and yet
has a body of flesh and bones. Two statements
could not possibly be more contradictory, yet
they came from the sa.me man, supposed · to be
inspired; and are carried in the same book by
the authority of the Church of Latter Day
Saints, which is supposed to be inspired in the
things they teach. Both statements can not be
true, so at least one of them is not inspired,
which destroys our faith in the book as being
from God.
But that God is no more eternal than is man
must be inferred from the following statement
from Joseph Smith, Jr., founder of the Latter
Day Saints Church:
"The mind or the intelligence which man
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J)-0Ssesses is co-equal with God ....
The intelligence of spirits had no beginning, neither will they have an end . . . for they are
co-equal with our Father in heaven. . . .
This is good doctrine. It tastes good. I can
taste the principle of eternal life, and so
can you. They are given me by revelation
of Jesus Christ."
(Journal of Discourses,
V. 6, pp. 6, 7.)
.
In answer to things of this kind .Smith's followers often say that they do not necessarily
accept all that he said; that many times he
spoke when not under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit. But this time he declared he got these
things "by revelation of Jesus Christ." And
too, there is a commandment which says:
"Wherefore,
meaning the church, thou
shalt give heed unto all his words and commandments which he shall give unto you
as he receiveth them, walking in all holiness before me; for his word ye shall receive, as if from mine own mouth, in all
patience and faith."
(Doctrine and Covenants, 21 :4, 5.)
So we do them no injustice when we take
the words whkh Smith says he got by revelation from Jesus Christ. But in spite of the fact
that human spi rits are said to be co-equal with
God, we read:
''The business of these deities is the propagation of souls to people !bodies begotten
on earth. . . . Polygamous marriage is supposed to make possible the procreation of
enough bodies for thousands of spirits which
have long awaited incarnation ." (Eleventh
Edition Encyclopaedia
Britannica,
Article
Morrnons.)According to the revelation which Smith
claimed to receive on plural marriage, nu-
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tnerous wives were given men ''for their exaltation in the eternal worlds, that they
may bear the souls of men." (Doctrine and
Covenants, 132 :63.)
From these passages we gather that the
gods and their numerous wives, which they
took from some earth with them, are maintaining sexual relations to produce the human
spirits which inhabit the human bodies produced here by ·human relations.
If the gods
are produlcing the spirits, how could those
spirits be co-equal with the gods? They could
be no more co-equal with the gods than human
bodies can be co-equal with the parents' human
bodies that produced them. But that I do not
put an unfair interpretation
on the words,
"that they may bear the souls of men" I quote
a statement
in the foot-note which is their
interpretation:
"That is, the souls or spirits of men to
be born in heaven."
But that doctrine is common among them,
being found in books which are accepted
among the Latter Day Saints as authority.
The following statement will be sufficient:
"As God the Father begat the fleshly body
of Jesus, so he, lbefore the world began, begat his spirit.
As , the body required an
earthly mother, so his spirit required
a
heavenly mother. As God associated in the
capacity
of a husband with the earthly
mother, so likewise he associated
in the
same capacity with the heavenly one." (The
Seer, pp. L58, 159.)
There are many among Latter Day Saints
who believe that Adam is the only God this
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world has. And well may they believe it, because Brigham Young, President, prophet, and
revelator of the churtch taught it by tongue
and pen. He said:
"When our father Adam came into the
Garden of Eden, he came into it with a
celestial body, and bought Eve, one of his
wives, with him ....
He is our Father AND
OUR GOD, and the ONLY GOD WITH
WHOM WE HAVE TO DO." (Journal of
Discourses, V. 1, p. 50.)
"He (Adam) helped to make this world,
and was the chief manager in that operation. He was the person who brought the
animals and the seeds from other planets
to this world, and brought a wife with him
and stayed here . You may read and believe
what you please as to what is found written
in the Bible. Adam was made from the dust
of an earth, but not from the dust of this
earth." (J. of Dis. V. 3, p. 319.)
LATTER DAY SAINTS
AND JESUS CHRIST:
Those who accept the Adam-God theory
think that Jesus Christ was not begotten by
the Holy Spirit, but by Adam. (J. of Dis. V. 1,
p. 50.) But the Book of Mormon teaches that
he was begotten by the Holy Spirit. (Alma
7 :10.) But it is generally !believed among them
that both the Father and the Son have bodies
of "flesh and bones as tangible as man's."
(Doc. & Cov. 130:22.), An authoritative
source
further says:
"Jesus Christ and his Father are two persons ,. Each of them has an organized, individual tabernacle,
embodied in material
form, and composed of material substance,
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in the likeness of man, and possessing every
organ, limb and physical part that man possesses." (Key to Theology, pp. 39, 40.)
It is hardly worth while to offer denial to
much of this material, but here it is in place
to quote the words of Jesus when he said,
"God is a Spirit ." (John 4:24.) But Latter Day
Saints say he is "embodied in material form,"
and that he has "flesh and bones." When
Joseph Smith wrote his "inspired translation"
of the Bible, he left out that statement of
Jesus.
But again, the "Saints" believe Jesus practiced "plural marriage."
(They dislike to hear
it called "polygamy," so I refrain from the
use of that term.) Apostle Orson Hyde said,
in Sermon 3: "We say it was Jesus Christ who
was married (at Cana to the Marys and Martha) whereby he could see his seed before he
was crucified." Again, "If all the facts were
written, we, no doubt, would learn that these
beloved women were his wives." (The Seer,
p. 159.) Of course they offer absolutely no
evidence for this, and the Book of Mormon
characterizes one as guilty of whoredom who
has more than one wife. (Jacob 2:27, 28.}
Thus according to the Book of Mormon and
"The Seer" Jesus would lbe guilty of sin. But
that is no more contradictory than their writings are in a hundred other places, as we
shall see.

LATTER DAY SAINTS AND
THE HOLY SPIRIT:
According to the L.D.S. the Holy Spirit is
20

not a person, but nothing more than matter
refined to the highest degree. We read:
"But the Holy Ghost has not a body of
flesh and bones, but is a personage of Spirit .
Were it not so, the Holy Ghost could not
dwell in us. (Doc. & Cov. 130:22, 23.)
"There is no such thing as immaterial
matter. All spirit is matter, but it is more
fine or pure, and can only be discerned by
purer eyes." (Ibid., 131 :7.)
From these statements
we learn that "all
spirit," including the Holy Spirit, is matter.
Yet we read that Jesus possesses "the same
mind with the Father, whilch mind is the Holy
Spirit ." (Doc. & Cov., p. 55, 1901 Salt Lake
Edition.)
"God is a Spirit," says Jesus, but
according to Joseph Smith, Jr., he has a material mind . But further we ·read another authority:
"The Holy Spirit is in a class with magnetism or electricity.
He is a divine fluid,
composed of material atoms or particles, or
in other words an impersonal energy or cosmic force through which God acts." (Key to
Science of Theology, p. 29.)
It does not seem too complementary
of God
to say that he has a fluid, liquid mind. But
such are the contradictory
statements
of
L.D.S. doctrines. But again we are told that
the Holy Spirit is an "impersonal energy or
cosmi lc force." But a high ranking authority
among L.D.S. disagrees with that position and
says the Holy Spirit is a person.
"Like the Father and the Son He (the
Holy Ghost) is a distinct personage, but as
his name shows He is an unembodied per21

sonage, and in this respect is distinct from
the Father and the Son, both of whom pos sess resu rrected bodies ." (Apostle J. A. Talmadge, pamphlet, New Series, No. 18, p. 7.)
But even the Doctrine and Covenants contradicts its elf on the questio n in the quot ations
given above. In 130 :22 we are told that the
Holy Spirit is a "personage of Spirit ." Then
in 131 :7 we ,ar e told that "all spirit is matter ." Matter and spirit are opposites. Matter
is that which occupies spac e, and is p erc eptible
and tangible; but spirit is immaterial and not
tangible. In th e light of thi s, how can on e logically say "all spirit is m atte r ?" We might a s
well say, all light is darkness. In spite of the
fact that Doctrine and Covenants says th e
Holy Spirit is "a personage of Spirit," we may
take the same book and prove th at it is not a
personage at all. We read:
"How many personages are there in the
Godhead? Two: the Father and the Son."
"Do the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit constitute the Godhead? They do." (pp. 56, 60.)
The Father and the Son are the only personages in the Godhead, lbut the Holy Spi r it is also
a memb er of the Godhead; the r efo r e the Holy
Spirit is not a personage at all.
In the light of the foregoing, we wond er how
the following could have happened:
"And he (God) said unto him (Adam):
If thou wilt turn unto m e, and hearken unto
my voic e, and believe, and repent of all
thy transgressions,
and be baptized , even
in water, in the name of mine Only Begotten Son, who is full of grace and truth,
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which is Jesus Christ ...
ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost ....
And it came
to pass, when the Lord had spoken with
Adam, our Father, that Adam cried unto the
Lord, and he was caught away by the Spirit
of the Lord, and was carried down into the
water, and was laid under the water, and
was brought forth out of the water. And
thus he was baptized, and the spirit of God
descended upon him, and thus he was born
of the Spirit ." (Pearl of Great Price, Moses
6 :52, 64, 65.)
One authority says the Holy Spirit is not a
personage, but is, a fluid, or a cosmic force,
or impersonal energy, in a class with magnetism or electricity. So according to this authority, Adam was baptized by a fluid, cosmic
force, etc. The Doctrine and Covenants says
the Holy Spirit is nothing but refined matter,
so according to the L.D .S. authority we are
to suppose that refined matter picked up
Adam, carried him away to the water, laid
him under and brought him forth out of the
water.
To what degree does matter have to
be refined to be capable of doing such things?

LATTER DAY SAINTS AND ADAM:
While Adam is up for consideration we may
as well learn some other things / about him
that are not general knowledge among people
who do not read L.D.S. literature.
We learn
that he is the "Ancient of days" spoken of in
Dan. 7:9-14. (Doc. & Cov. 116.) But Ancient
of days in this passage dbviously refers to God.
From this we might in all fairness conclude
that Doietrine and Covenants supports the
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Adam-God theory preached by some L.D.S.
But next we read Adam is "Michael, the
Prince, the Archangel." (Doc. & Cov. 107:54.)
And then we learn that this Adam, Michael,
"shall sound his trump, and then shall all the
dead awake, for their graves shall be opened."
(Doc. & Cov. 29:26.) Of course none of this has
one word of support in the Bible. The Bible
teaches that Adam was the first man, that he
sinned, was excluded from the Garden of Eden,
and that he died at the age of 930 years. And
like every other man he will come forth in the
general resurrection.
But Joseph Smith, Jr.,
would have him blowing the trumpet that
causes the dead to rise from their long sleep.
But here is a mistake that no one fairly
acquainted with the gospel would have made:
"But, behold, I say unto y.ou, that I the
Lord God gave unto Adam and unto his
seed that they should not die as to the temporal death, until I the Lord God should
send forth angels to declare unto them repentance and redemption, through faith on
the name of mine Only Begotten Son." (Doc.
& Cov. 29:42.)"Thus it is written, that the Christ should
suffer, and rise again from the dead the
third day; and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name
unto all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem." (Luke 24:46,47.)
From these two statements we must conclude
that Adam lived until repenta.Il!ce and remission of sins "in his name" began to be preached
in Jerusalem after the death of Jesus, which
was more than four thousand years, or that re-
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pentance and remission of sins in his name
did not have its beginning in Jerusalem as
Jesus said it would. Joseph Smrith, Jr., said
Adam would live until repentance began to be
preached in the name of Jesus. Jesus said
repentance and remission would be preached
in his name beginning from Jerusalem after
his death . One can not believe both Smith and
Jesus. One of them did not tell the truth, or
Adam lived more than four thousand years;
and in that case Moses did not tell the truth
when he said Adam died at the age of 930
years. (Gen. 5:5) Thinking people will believe
that lboth Moses and Jesus told the truth, but
that Smith's statement is false .
LATTER DAY SAINTS AND
THE NEW COVENANT:
There is sufficient proof in the Doctrine and
Covenants to coniclude in all fairness that Latter Day Saints do not consider the writings of
Paul and other apostles of Jesus to be any
part of the new covenant; they regard the
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants
as being the new covenant . I offer the following as proof:
"And they shall remain under this condemnation until they repent and remember
the new covenant, even the Book of Mormon and the former commandments which
I have given them ." (Doc. & Cov. 84:57.)
The "former commandments"
refer to the
eighty-three preceding the one quoted; so the
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants,
according to this inspired (?) authority constitute the new covenant. And L.D.S. look
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upon the Smith brothers as being the testators
of the new covenant.
When Joseph and Hyrum Smith were killed it w.a.s written in this
book of inspired (?) statements, "The testators ar e now dead, and their testament is in
force." (Doc. & Cov. 135 :5.) So with Latter
Day Saints the Book of Mormon and Do ctrine
and Covenants are the new covenant, and the
Smith brothers are the testators. But the New
Testament teachers that t:he gospel as revealed
by the apostles of Jesus is the new covenant,
and Jesus is the testator. (Heb. 8 :6, 9 :15-17.)
But read again:
"Behold, I say unto you , that all old covenants have I caused to be done away in
this thing, and this is a new and everlasting
covenant, even that which was from the beginning ....
For it is because of your dead
works that I have caused this last covenant and this church to be built up unto me."
(Doc. & Cov. 22:1,3.}
Notice that
away in "this
It is the "new
what is that?

all old covenants hav e been done
thing." What is "thi s thing?"
and everlasting covenant." And
Be sure to get this:

"Wherefore I the Lord ... called my servant Joseph Smith, jun. and spake unto him
from heaven, and gave him my commandments . .. that mine everlasting covenant
might be estalblished; that the fulness of the
gospel might ,be proclaimed." (Doc. and Cov.
1 :17-23.)
So the "everlasting
1covenant"
was given
through "Joseph Smith, jun." And all old covenants were "done away" in this thing given
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by Smith. Does he mean to say that the covenant of which Jesus is the mediator was done
aw.a.y "in this thing" given through Smith? It
certainly sounds like it. But it is common information among students of L.D.S. doctrine
that the "new and everlasting covenant," the
"fullness of my gospel" given through Smith
is considered by Latter Day Saints to be far
superior to the gospel as preached by Paul
and 1·evealed to us in the New Testament. The
following is a fair sample of such:
"Thou fool that shall say: A Bible, we
have got a Bible, and we need no more
Bible ....
Wherefore, because that ye have
a Bible ye need not suppose that it contains all my words; neither need ye suppose
that I have not caused more to be written."
(Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi 29:6, 10.)
"I told the brethren that the Book of Mormon was the most correct book on earth,
and the keystone of our religion, and a man
would get nearer to God by abiding by its
precepts than by another book." (Joseph
Smith Jr., Compendium, p. 273.)
According to this, a man is a fool who says
the Bilble is enough . Paul thought it was
enough, (2 Tim. 3:16, 17); Peter thought it
was enough, (2 Pet. 1 :3; 3-1,2.) It was all the
world had for several hundred years.
Were
people fools to depend on it alone? But notice
that Smith calls the Book of Mormon the "keystone of our religion." Why not say that the
Bible is the key-stone? Because he believed
the Book of Mormon to be a greater book than
the Bible! Again, a man wil get nearer to God
by following the Book of Mormon than by fol-
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lowing the Bible; therefore the Book of Mormon is a . better guide, a greater book, than
the Bible!
But baick to Doc. & Cov. 22:1,3. "All old covenants have I caused to be done away in this
thing," the writings of Smith. According to
this statement all old covenants, including the
law of Moses given at Sinai, were binding until
Smith wrote the Book of Mormon; it was not
done away until "this thing" was given
through Smith . But Paul said Jesus took it out
of our way, nailing it to his cross . (Col. 2:14.)
He took away the first that he might establish
a second which became of force after the death
of Jesus. (Heb. 10.9-18; 9:15-17.)
Next, notice "I the Lord called my servant
Joseph Smith, jun ....
that mine everlasting
covenant might be established ." This is proof
that L.D.S . do not !believe the "everlasting
covenant" was established until Smith was
called and did his work. His death was necessary that the "everlasting covenant" might be
established. This is positive proof that Smith's
"everlasting covenant" is not the covenant of
which Jesus is the mediator, for it was established by his death (Heb. 9:15-17); dedicated
with his blood (Heb. 9 :24-26); administered by
the apostles (2 Cor. 3:6); and its provisions
enjoyed by thousands of people hundreds of
years before Joseph Smith, Jr., was born. This
argument .a.lone proves that Smith was a false
prophet and tea 'cher, and that his books are
not inspired by the Holy Spirit.
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LATTER DAY SAINTS AND ZION:
Jos eph Smith, Jr ., uttered a number of
pr ophecies, any of which might be used to
prove that he was not inspired . But I have
chosen to use a series of prophecies with reference to the building of a city to serve as headquarters for Latter Day Saints as Jerusalem
served the Jews. In fact his whole religion
was patterned after that of the Jews, only
on a much grander scale . Smith makes all that
takes place on this continent bigger and more
gloriou s than the events in Pale stine. Where
there was darkness for three hours in J erusalem wh en Jesus was crucified, there was darkne ss for three days over here. Where Smith
thinks one man, John, was promised that he
should live until the coming of Christ, three
Nephites were given that promise . And where
J esu s told one man, Thomas, to put his hand
in his side that he might believe, Smith makes
Jesus stand for many hours that an exceeding
great multitude might put their hands in his
side. Nothing in Judaea exceeds what took
place in America. So the city of Zion, in
Smith's prophecies , must !be second to no city
on earth. But where?
"In this land, which is the land of Missouri, which is the land which I have appoint ed and consecrated for the gathering
of th e saints. Wherefore, this is the land
of promise, and the place for the city of
Zion ....
Behold, the place which is now
call ed Independence, is the center place,
and a spot for the temple is lying westward,
upon a lot which is not far from the court
house ." (Doc. & Cov. 57:1-3.)
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"And, behold, there is none other place
appointed than that which I have appointed;
neither shall there be any other place appointed." (Doc. & Cov. 101 :20.)
And as late as Dec. 1, 1929, apostle Orson F.
Whitney said over Radio Station K S L, later
published in pamphlet:
"Jackson County, Missouri, is the chosen
site for the city of Zion. No other place has
been or will be appointed for that purpose .
. . . The city and the temple for which the
ground was consecrated by the Prophet of
God will be built. This is as certain as the
rise of tomorrow's sun."
That does not sound like the words of the
prophet Smith, as to the time for the city and
temple to be built. Hear him:
"Verily this is the word of the Lord, that
the city of New Jerusalem shall be built by
the gathering
of the saints beginning at
this place, even the place of the temple
which temple shall be reared in this generation; for verily this generation shall not all
pass away until an house shall be built unto
the Lord, and a cloud shall rest upon it,
which cloud shall be even the glory of the
Lord." (Doc. & Cov. 84:4,5.)
"For the sons of Moses, and also the sons
of Aaron shall offer an acceptable offering
and saicrifice in the house of the Lord, which
house shall lbe built unto the Lord in this
generation."
(Doc. & Cov. 84:31.)
Not one single item of this prophecy has
been fulfilled, nor does it now look like one
will ever be fulfilled. The city and the temple
were to be built "in this generation";
this
"generation
shall not all pass away until an
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house shall be built unto the Lord,'' and that
was just one hundred and ten years ago when
the prophecy was uttered-rather
long generation! The sons of Moses and Aaron-I
wonder
if he meant literal descendants ?-were
to offer sacrifices. What kind? and according to
what? Did Smith intend to go back to the law
of Moses and offer animal sacrifice?
This
certainly sounds like it. This should be enough
to prove that Smith was not an inspired
prophet. But more:
"The willing and obedient shall eat the
good of the land of Zion in these last days;
and the rebelliom1 shall be cut off out of
the land of Zion, and shall be sent away,
and shall not inherit the land." (Doc. & Cov.
64:34, 35.)
This is consolation to the Reorganized Church,
which has headquarters in Independence, Missouri. They say the Utah group are the rebellious and as such were sent away; that they
are the "willing and obedient," hence the consecrated spot . But even they can not claim the
fulfillment of all that Smith prophesied about
Zion. Still more:
"For behold, I say unto you that Zion
shall flourish, and the glory of the Lord
shall be upon her. And she shall be an ensign unto the people, and there shall come
unto her out of every nation under heaven.
And the day shall come when the nations
of the earth shall tremlble because of her,
and shall fear because of her terrible ones."
(Doc. & Cov. 64:41-43.)'
"And it shall be called the New Jerusalem,
a land of peace, a city of refuge, a place of
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safety for the saints of the most High God;
and the glory of the Lord shall be there, insomuch that the wicked will not come unto
it, and it shall be called Zion ....
And it
shall be said among the wicked, Let us not
go up to battle against Zion, for the inhabitants of Zion are terrible; wherefore we
can not st~nd." (Doc. & Cov. 45 :66, 67, 70.)
When we remember that Smith said all these
things shall be "in this generation" we see
how utterly his prophecy failed . People from
"every nation under heaven" are to be there,
whi !ch certainly is not true. It was to be a land
of peace, but it was anything else for the
L.D.S. while they were there; so hostile did
the people of that section of Missouri become
that the saints had to flee for their lives. It
was to be a "place of safety for the saints,"
but it was the one place in all the country
where a follower of Smith was most unsafe.
And "the glory of the Lord" was to be there,
but it certainly was not there in any measure
that it was not everywhere else. But here is
the richest morsel of them all-"it
shall be
said among the wicked, Let us not go up to
battle against Zion, for the inhabitants of Zion
are terrible."
But if L.D.S. history be true
the wicked of that section of Missouri were
not in the least afraid of the "inhabitants of
Zion." Not one single point in all the prophecy
can be said to have been fulfilled. Smith was
not inspired! Once more:
"It is expedient in me that mine elders
should wait for a little season for the redemption of Zion ....
And not many years
hence they (mine enemies) shall not be left
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to pollute mine heritage, and to blaspheme
my name upon the lands which I have consecrated for the gathering together of my
saints." (Doc. & Cov. 105:9,15.)
"For this cause have I ac cepted the offerings of those whom I commanded to build up
a city and a house unto my name, in Jackson county, Missouri, and were hindered by
their enemies, saith the Lord your God: And
I will answer judgment, wrath, and indignation, wailing, and anguish, and gnashing
of teeth upon their heads, unto the third
and fourth generation, so long as they repent not and hate me, saith the Lord your
God." (Doc. & Cov. 124:51, 52.)

!

When Smith saw that he could not build a
city or a temple in Independence, Missouri, he
counseled "mine elders" to "w.a it for a little
season,'' which season has been stretched one
hundred years already, and the prospects are
that, unless they join the Reorganized Church
and help them build Zion, that "little season"
will be about the longest period ever described
by the word little. In the statement above,
the inhabitants of Zion were to be so terrible
that their enemies would be afraid to go up,
but in this one the saints have been "hindered
by their enemies ." The reason for the difference is ten years filled with sad experiences.
The first stateme"l'lt was made in Ohio, 1831,
before they went to Missouri; the last statement was made in 1841 in Illinois after they
had been dr iven out of Missouri. As Smith
looked forwa r d to Missouri he felt like he
could take the state, so he prophesied that his
people would build a city and a temple, that
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they should rule and expel all who opposed
them. But as he looked back upon his experien ces in Missouri he knew he could not build
a city or .a temple, that his people were not
so terrible in battle that their enemies were
afraid, and all he could do was to promise to
wreak vengeance.
So he said judgment,
wrath, indignation, wailing and anguish, and
gnashing of teeth would be sent upon them
to the third and fourth generation.
But we
are now in at least the third generation from
that time and the people who drove them
out of Missouri are not suffering on account
of it, nor .a.re their children.
There is not one
single point in all that long series of prophecies that can be said with any show of reason
to have been fulfilled. And according to the
l'Ule laid down in Deut. 18:20-22, Smith was a
false and presumptuous
prophet.

LATTER DAY SAINTS AND
BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD:
Here L.D.S. elders and teachers think they
are invincible. Their practice of !baptizing
people on the behalf of others already dead, in
the hopes that the dead will believe and repent
so as to appropriate
this baptism to their
good, is built upon an admittedly
difficult
verse of scripture. But here as elsewhere they
not only contradict the Bible, but also contradict other portions of their inspired ( ? ) books.
If baptism for the dead is mentioned in the
Book of Mormon I have been unable to find
it, but I do find passages teaching that anything the dead might do in the spirit world,
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or anything we might do here in their behalf,
will not 1change or better their condition. The
Book of Mormon teaches ,a.s follows:
"For behold, this life is the time for men
to prepare to meet God; yea, behold the day
of this life is the day for men to perform
their labors. And, now as I said unto you
before, as ye have had so many witnesses,
therefore, I !beseech you that you do not
procrastinate
the day of your repentance,
unto the end; for after this day of life,
which is given us to prep .are for eternity,
behold, if we do not improve our time while
in this life, then cometh the night of darkness wherein there can be no labor performed . Ye can not say, when ye are brought
to that awful crisis, that I will repent, that
I will return to my God. Nay, ye can not say
this; for that same spirit which doth possess your bodies at the time tha.t ye go out
of this life, that same spirit will have power
to possess your body in that eternal world .
For behold, if ye have procrastinated
the
day of your repentance even until death,
behold, ye have become subjected to the
spirit of the devil, and he doth seal you his;
therefore the Spirit of the Lord hath withdr aw n from you, and hath no place in you,
and the devil hath all power over you; and
this is the final state of the wicked:" (Alma
34:32 -35.)
A careful analy sis of the foregoing statem en t will reveal the following:
1. "This life is the time for men to prepare
to meet God." If this life is THE time, we must
conclude that the next life, after death, is not
the time to prepare; if it is not the time to
prepa.re, it mu st follow that no preparation
can there and then be made.
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2. "If ye do not improve your time while in
this life, then cometh the night of darkness
wherein there can be no labor performed."
What kind of labor? Certainly it means labor
of preparation. Hence our conclusion from No.
1 is correct, and, according to the Book of
Mormon no labor of preparation to meet God
can lbe made "after this day of life." Faith and
repentance are labors of preparation which the
departed are to perform, according to L;D.S.
doctrine, and baptism to be done by the living
for the dead, but since no labor of preparation
can be performed "after this day of life," no
one ,can believe and repent after death, hence
baptism performed by the living will do them
no good.
3. "Ye can not say, when ye are brought to
that awful crisis, that I will repent, that I will
return to my God." This is a labor of preparation to meet God which should have been done
in the day of life, and which can not be done
"after this day of life." So after death it is too
late to repent and return to God; and the dead
will not be allowed to say it, or do it. And the
reason stated is, "for that same spirit which
doth possess your bodies at the time that ye
go out of this life ... will have power to possess your body in that eternal world." If it is
disobedient here, it will /be disobedient there;
if holy here, it will be holy there.
4. "If ye have procrastinated
the day of
your repentance even until death ... ye have
become subjected to the spirit of the devil, and
he doth seal you his . . . and the devil hath
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all power over you." There not only can not be
any preparation made after the final judgment,
but according to this there can not be any
preparation
made by the unsaved between
death and the judgment. As soon as one who
has put off repentance dies he becomes "subjected to the spirit of the devil," the devil
"doth seal you his," and "the devil hath all
power over you." If the devil hath "all power"
over one, why be baptized for that one? Has
the devil promised to release "all power" and
turn loose everyone for whom the living are
baptized? According to the Book of Mormon,
at death the unsaved become the property of
the devil and he has "all power" over them,
so if they are ever saved they, or their friends,
must do something to please the devil so he
will turn them loose. Is baptism an act to
please the devil and induce him to release our
friends who have died without repentance?
And if we should be baptized to please the
devil and get him to turn them loose, they
still would not be saved, for we have learned
that they can not repent and turn to God.
5. "The Spirit of the Lord hath withdrawn
from you, and hath no p!a:ce in you." The devil
has taken complete charge and possession of
the dead who have "procrastinated
the day of
repentance/' and the "Spirit of the Lord hath
withdrawn." No wonder they can not repent
and return to God "after this day of life" is
over!
6. "And this is the final state of the wicked." And who are the wicked? Those who have
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"procrastinated
the day of your l'epentance
even until death." And who needs to repent?
and who should not procrastinate
the day of
their repentance? All who have sinned; hence,
all responsible people. So to ,be in the possession of the devil, to be in his power, to be forsaken by the Spirit of the Lord so that one can
not repent and return to the Lord, to be unable
to do any labor of preparation to meet the
Lord, "this is the final state of the wicked,"
of those who have put off the day of their repentance until death. If this is the final state
of those who die without repentance, why be
baptized for theim? If by baptism we can
bring them out of that state, it is not the final
state, and the Book of Mormon is not true. So
if the Book of Mormon is true, the L.D.S. are
wrong in baptizing the living for the dead;
but if they are right in baptizing the living
for the dead, the Book of Mormon is false.
From this conclusion there is no escape! But
one more passage:
"Therefore as they had become carnal,
sensual, and devilish, by nature, this probationary state !became a state for them to
prepare; it became a preparatory state ....
Therefore, according to justice, the plan of
redemption
could not be brought about,
only on conditions of repentance of men in
this probationary state, yea, this preparatory state; for except it were for these conditions, mercy could not take effect except
it should destroy the work of justice. Now
the work of justice could not be destroyed;
if so God would cease to be God." (Alma
42 :1-0,13.}
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1. "This probationary state became a state
for them to prepare."
This "probationary
state" is "the day of this life" (Alma '34:33),
and it is the time to prepare. And those who
need to prep .a.re are "mankind," for in verse 9
we read, "the fall had brought upon all mankind a spiritual death as well as a temporal
...
it was expedient that mankind should be
re claimed from this spiritual death."
2. "The plan of redemption could not be
brought a.bout, only on conditions of repentance of men in this probationary
state, yea,
this preparatory
state." This simply means
that the plan of redemption applies to, and
works in behalf of, those only who repent in
this probationary state, in this life. The plan
of redemption will not work in behalf of, nor
apply to, those who repent in the state following this probationary
state. So regardless of
the faith or the penitence of the souls in torment, the plan of redemption will not reach
them, even though a friend here is baptized
in the temple for them. People can be saved
"only on conditions of repentance" while they
live in this prepartory state.
3. "For except it were for these conditions,
mercy could not take effect except it destroy
the work of justice. Now justice can not be
destroyed; if so God would cease to be God."
Except it were for these conditions, that is,
"conditions of repentance of men in this probatio!lary state," mercy could not take effect
without destroying the justice of God. So if
people are saved on any conditions except
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repentance in this prob.ationary state the justice of God would be destroyed. But if justice
is destroyed, God will cease to be God. So it
follows that if one individual is saved who did
not repent in this probationary
state, justice
will be destroyed, and God will cease to be
If one
God. Need I make the application?
person who does not repent in this life, but
repents when he gets into torment, is saved by
some "saint" being baptized for him, justice
will be destroyed, and God will cease to be
Goel! Such is the teaching of the Book of Mormon. Truly few L.D.S. know anything about
their own inspired ( ? ) book. It is so dry, tedious, and poorly constructed that few people
can stay with it until they read it through.
It is hardly ne cessary to say that the Bible
does not teach the idea of baptizing for the
dead. P.a.ul said:
"Else what shall they do that are baptized
for the dead? If the dead are not raised at
all, why then are they baptized for them?"
(1 Cor. 15 :29, 30.)
It is likely that some people in Corinth had
so far misunderstood the plan of salvation that
they thought being baptized for their dead
friends would help them, and Paul makes use
of it to contribute to his argument on the resurrection. But L.D.S. say that Paul spoke of
it in such way as to endorse it. This I deny.
Notice the personal pronouns. "They" are baptized for the dead. Why did not Paul say, 'Why
then are WE baptized for the dead? For whom
was Paul ever baptized? Paul said "they" do
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it; he did not say "we" do it. Now notice the
next phrase, v. 3·0, "Why do we also stand in
jeopardy every hour?" "They" are baptized
for the dead; "we" stand in jeopardy. Why the
change in pronouns?
Simply because Paul
and all other faithful Christians did not practice :baptizing for the dead, but they did stand
in jeopardy every hour. The practice is without
New Testament sanction, and the Book of Mormon condemns it, and teaches that if one soul
should be released from torment by it, justice
will be destroyed, and God will cease to be
God.
LATTER DAY SAINTS
AND PLURAL MARRIAGE:

Since plural marriage-usually
referred to
as polygamy, but out of respect for L.D .S. the
term is not used in this pamphlet-is
not generally practiced among them, and very few
cases are known to exist, it is not mentioned
in this p.amphlet, except for the reason that
their books contradict each other on the subject. I have no desire to try to prove that any
of them practice it, nor would anything be
gained by it if I should, but the fact that one
book teaches that it is an abominable practice,
and another teaches that you shall be damned
if you do not accept the practice, proves that
at least one of the books is not inspired; and
since they are both from the same source there
is a strong proba bility that neither one of them
is inspired . But hear the Book of Mormon condemn the practice:
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"But the word of God burthens me because of your grosser crimes.
For behold,
thus saith the Lord: This people begin to
wax in iniquity; they understand
not the
scriptures, for they seek to excuse themselves in committing whoredoms, because of
the things which were written concerning
David, and Solomon his son. Behold, David
and Solomon truly had many wives and concubines, which thing was abominable before me, saith the Lord ....
For there shall
not any man among you have save it be
one wife; and concubines he shall hav e
none; for I the Lord God delight in th e
chastity of women . And whoredoms are an
,a.bomination before me ....
For they shall
not commit whoredoms, like unto them of
old ." (Jacob 2:23, 27, 28, 31.)
"Behold, the Lamanites,
your brethren.
whom ye hate /because of their filthiness
and the cursing which hath come upon their
skins, are more righteous
than you; for
they have not forgotten the commandment
of the Lord, which was given unto our fathers-that
they should have save it were on e
wife, and concubines they should have none,
and there should be no whoredoms committed among them." (Jacob 3:5.)
1. "They wax in iniquity"
tice plural marriage.

when they prac-

2. "They understood
not the scripture"
when they practiced plural marriage.
3. Plural marriage is whoredom; and people
who say they practice it because David and
Solomon did, only offer this as an excuse for
their whoredomrs. If they knew the scripture
they would know that such practice of David
and Solomon was "abominable before me, saith
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the Lord," .a.ncl were it not that they are waxing in iniquity they would not want to do that
which was abominable before the Lord-so
reasons the Book of Mormon.
4. Plural marriage was condemned because
the Lord "delights in the chastity of women."
I therefore conclude that chastity of women
can not be maintained by plural marriage,
otherwise the Lord could have allowed men to
have more than one wife and still exercised
his delight in the chastity of women.
5. As cursed and defiled as were the
Lamanites, yet they were "more righteous"
than the people who practiced plural marriage
-so says the Book of Mormon. But read again:
"David also received many wives and concubines, as also Solomon and Moses my
servants ...
and in nothing did they sin."
(Doc. & Cov. 132:37, 38.)
The Book of Mormon sa.ys that men who say
they believe in plural marriage because David
and Solomon had many wives only "seek to
excuse themselves in committing whoredoms."
And now here is a book written by the same
man, supposed to be inspired ,by the same
Spirit, which excuses plural marriage on the
ground that David :and Solomon had many
wives. Their books are too contradictory for
them to expect thinking people to have faith
in them.
But the U. S. government forced them to give
up their practice, and in 1890 the Conference
voted to accept a statement prepared by the
leaders to the effect that they would not teach,
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practice, nor permit any other person to practice plural marriage,
The leaders who made
this promise did not keep it, and stated before congressional
committees that they had
no intention of doing otherwise than living
with their plural wives. But the present generation no doubt largely lives in obedience to
the law of the land, even though they have to
violate an everlasting covenant to do so. Read
the law:
"I reveal unto you a new and everlasting
covenant; and if ye abide not that covenant, then are ye damned; for no one c.an
reject this covenant ( on plural marriage)
and be permitted to enter into my glory."
Doc. & Cov. 132:4.)
Latter Day Saints often say that this plural
marriage covenant was never binding upon all
men, but this statement
plainly says, "if ye
abide not this covenant then are ye damned."
And verse 27 makes it even plainer, "He that
abideth not this law . . . shall be damned."
Jesus said, "He that believeth not shall be
damned." How many did that include? Smith's
statement, "He that abideth not this law" includes just the same number as are included
by our Lord's statement,
"He that believeth
not shall be damned."
But I raise the question, Can the U. S. Government keep people from obeying an "everlasting covenant"?
Must we obey men rather
than God? The government
commanded the
apostles of Jesus to cease preaching in the
name of Jesus (Acts 5 :27-29) and they said
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they must obey God rather than man; but the
government commanded the apostles of the
L.D.S. to cease the tea ·ching and practice of
plural ma.rriage, and they decided to obey men
rather than God, and be damned as a consequen ce. Ordinarily Latter Day Saints are willing to suffer for their religion; their history is
replete with examples of suffering. Why would
they give up an everlasting covenant and be
damned? Why did they not suffer, even unto
death, for this law as they had done for others?
Why do they not demand the right to practice
that which will enable them to "enter into
glory"? Thinking people have come to this
conclusion, that L.D.S. themselves do not believe that revelation was from God; if they
believed it they would die for it. But if that
revelation is not from God, neither are the
others!
It is from the same source as the
others; it is as much inspired as the others.

MISCELLANEOUS MISTAKES OF
LATTER DAY SAINTS:
This work is riot intended to treat of all the
mistakes made by Joseph Smith, Jr., and his
followers, but it is intended that enough contraditions between the Bible and L.D.S. teachings shall be presented that every thoughtful
and honest reader may :be convinced that both
the Bible and the writings of Joseph Smith can
not be true . And in this closing section the
reader's attention is invited to a number of
plain simple contradictions between the two.
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Jesus Born in Jerusalem
F irs t, we read from the .Book of Mormon:
"And behold, he (Jesus) shall be born of
Mary at Jerusal em ." (Alma 7:10.)
"And Joseph ·also went up from Galilee
. . . to the city of David, which is ca lled 1
Bethlehem ... to enrol himself with Mary,
who was betrothed to him, being great with
child. And it came to pa ss, while they were
therein, the days were fulfilled that she
should be delivered. And she brought. forth
her firstborn son." (Luke 2:4-7.)
Practically every child knows that J es us was
born in Bethlehem, but for some reason the
writer of the Book of Mormon did not have
that information. He not only was not inspired,
but was ign oran t of the birthplace of our Lord.
Sin Brings Joy.
Next, we learn that all the good things of
life come to us as a result of the sin and fall
of Adam, according to Smith:
"If Adam had not transgressed
he would
not have fallen, but he would h ave remained
in the Gard en of Eden ....
And they would
have had no children; wherefore they would
have remained in a state of innocence, having no joy, for they knew no misery; doing
no good, for they knew no sin ....
Adam
fell that men might be; and men are that
they might have joy." (2 Nephi 2:22-25.)
"Adam blessed God ...
saying: Blessed
:be the name of God, for because of my
transgression
my eyes are opened, and in
this life I shall have joy, and again in the
flesh I shall see God .... And Eve was g lad,
saying: Were it not for our transgressions
we never should have had seed, and never
should h ave known good and evil, and the
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joy of our redemption, and the eternal life
which God giveth unto all the obedient."
(Pearl of Great Price, Moses 5 :10, 11.)
1. If they had not transgressed
they would
have remained in the Garden of Eden.
The
writer has the idea that it was a blessing for
them to get out of Eden, but if so, why did
God have to drive them out? (Gen. 3:24.)·
2. They would have had no children if they
had not transgressed.
There never was a statement more false than that, no not since the
devil tempted Eve. When God placed Adam and
Eve in the Garden he told them, "Be fruitful
and multiply, and replenish the earth." (Gen.
1 :28.) This commandment was given them before they sinned, hence their sin did not have
to be committed that they might have children.
3. "They would have remained in a state of
innocence, having no joy, for they knew no
misery." This indicates that one can not have
joy in the state innocence; that sin which
is attended by misery must be committed that
one may have joy. But there is no one principle
given more prominence in the Bible than this,
that obedience brings joy while disobedience
brings grief. God has always punished the disobedient and rewarded the obedient. But according to this teaching all the joy in the world
has come about as a result of sin.
4. "Blessed be the name of God, for bee.a.use
of my transgressions
my eyes are opened." God
forbad them to eat the fruit, so it is evident
he did not want them to eat it and reap the
results which he knew would fellow. But the
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devil told them to eat it that they might have
joy. And Adam :blessed the name of God for
the results of his transgression.
Had it not
been for the devil ma.n never would have had
joy! So why bless the name of God? Why not
give thanks to the devil for leading them into
the enjoyment of all these things? The Bible
represents all the sin, sickness, shame, misery,
and death in the world, together with all the
discord in nature, both in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, as the result of Adam's sin.
(Rom. 5 :12; 1 Car. 15 :22.) Such teaching as
the above is little short of blasphemy!

Mixture of Dates and Men.
Next, in the Doctrine ·and Covenants we have
one of the most revealing pieces of literature
I have seen in a long time. It follows:
"And the sons of Moses, according to the
Holy Priesthood which he received under
the hand of his father-in-law,
Jethro; and
Jethro received it under the hand of Caleb;
and Caleb received it under the hand of
Elihu; and Elihu under the hand of Jeremy;
and Jeremy under the hand of Gad; and Gad
under the hand of Esaias; and Esaias received it under the hand of God. Esaias also
lived in the days of Abraham, and was
blessed of him." (Doc. & Cov. 84 :6-13.)
1. Jethro
received the prisethood
from
Caleb. These two men lived at the same time,
but Jethro was a priest more than forty years
before he ever met Caleb. (,Ex. 2 :16-3 :1.)
2. Caleb received the priesthood from Elihu.
Caleb lived in about B.C. 1450, but Elihu was
the great-grandfather
of the prophet Samuel,
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and dates about B.C. 1170. (1 Sam. 1 :1.) How
could Caleb have received anything from a man
who lived three hundred years after he died?
3. Elihu received
the priesthood
from
Jeremy. Elihu lived in B.C. 1170, while Jeremy,
better known as Jeremiah, lived in B.C. 600;
a difference of five hundred years.
4. Jeremy received it from Gael. This is
worse than ever! Gad was a son of Jacob and
lived in B. C. 1750. Just eleven hundred years
between them.
5. Gad got it from Es.aias, better known as
Isaiah, who lived in about B.C. 760. Gad who
·1ived in B.C. 1750 . got the priesthood from
Esaias who lived in B.C. 760. Reader, can you
seriously consider such as this as inspired ?
Yet all L.D.S. are supposed to believe it.
6. "Esaias lived in the days of Abraham."
Esaias lived in B.C. 760 and Abraham dates
from B.C. 1996 to 1822, according to Smith's
Bible Dictionary. (Not Joseph Smith). Here is
a plain direct statement that misses the truth
nearly twelve hundred years, and yet they ask
us to believe it is inspired; that it is "a revelation of Jesus Christ unto his servant Joseph
Smith, jun., and six elders, as they united their
hearts and lifted up their voices on high."
(V. 1.)
The Lord's Supper.
The next mistake for consideration is the
L.D.S. teaching and practice with reference to
the Lord's supper. When Jesus instituted the
supper he used bread and "the fruit of the
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vine," or wine, grape Juice. (Matt. 26:26-29.}
And P.aul delivered to the church in Corinth
that which he received from the Lord, which
was the same thing Jesus gave his twelve, the
bread and the cup, or fruit of the vine. (1 Cor.
11 :23-27). But L.D.S. teaching is as contradictory on this subject as on the others we have
examined.
We read:

I

"T hat inasmuch as any man drinketh wine
or strong drink among you, behold it is not
good, neither meet in the sight of your Father, only in assembling yourselves together to
offer up your sacraments before him. And,
behold, this should be wine, yea, pure wine
of the grape of the vine, of your own make."
(Doc. & Cov. 89:5, 6.)
"For, :behold , I say unto you, that it mattereth not what ye shall eat, or what ye shall
drink, when ye partake of the sacrament, if
it so be that ye do it with an eye single to
my glory." (Ibid, 27 :2.)
1. "This should be wine, pure grape of the
vine, of your own make."
One would think
Smith was very exacting in the matter of what
is to be used on the Lord's table. Not only
must it be wine, but it must be "of your own
make"; it can not be bought from the store.

2. "It mattereth not what ye eat or drink,
if ye do it for the Lord's glory ." This was
said in 1830 . He .must have forgotten abo ut
being so lib era l in 1830 when he said in 1833
that it must be wine "of your own make." If it
"mattereth
not what ye shall eat," I wonder
if we might substitut e fish for bread? And if
it "mattereth
not what ye s·hall drink," I won-
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der if we might drink milk? It is a well known
fact that the "saints" use water instead of
wine in the Lord's supper; they might as well
use buttermilk, or corn whiskey!
Their doctrine says "it should be wine of your own
make"; their doctrine says "it mattereth not
what ye drink"; and their practice says "use
water."
And still they expect us to believe
their hooks inspired, that they have an inspired
prophet today, and that their doctrines and
pra ctices are scriptural.
But in this connection we discover that the
author of the Book of Mormon did not know
the difference between an adverb and an adjective, and consequently taught a false doctrine. Re ad from the Book of Mormon:
"And now behold, this is the commandment which I give unto you, that ye shall
not suffer any one knowingly to partake of
my flesh and blood unworthily, when ye
shall minister it; for whoso eateth and
drinketh of ,m~ flesh and blood unworthily
eateth and drinketh damnation to his soul;
therefore if ye know a man is unworthy to
eat and drink of my flesh and blood ye shall
forbid him." (3 Nephi 18:28, 29.)
1. "Unworthily"
is an adverb of manner
and has to do with the way, or manner, in
which one takes the supper. Paul condemn~d
the church at Corinth for taking it "unworthily," that is, in a manner in which the Lord's
body was not discerned.
2. 'Then Smith says, "If ye know a man is
unworthy" forbid him to eat and drink. This
word "unworthy" is an adjective descriptive of
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the condition of the man; it has nothing to do
with the manner in which the man takes the
supper.
Here is the difference between what
Paul and Smith teach: Paul teaches that one is
not to take the supper in an unworthy manner;
Smith teaches that one who is in an unworthy
condition should not take the supper.
Smith
intended to teach the same thing Paul did, but
his ignorance of the English language and how
to use it caused him to make a mistake.
If
Smith had been inspired he would not have
made this mistake.
But again, the Book of Mormon teaches people to do the very thing Paul condemned in
· the chur ch at Corinth.
We read:
"And it came to pass that Jesus commanded his disciples that they should bring forth
some bread and wine unto him , . . . And
when the disciples had come with the bread
and wine, he took the bread and brake and
;blessed it; and give unto the disciples and
commanded that they should eat. And when
they had eaten and were filled, he commanded that they should give unto the multitude .
. . . He commanded his disciples that they
should take of the wine of the cup and
drink of it ....
And it came to pass that
they did so, and did drink of it and were
filled; and they gave unto the multitude,
and they did drink, and they were filled."
•(3 Nephi 18:1-9.)
1. The Book of Mormon endorses the use
of wine instead of water which L.D.S. use.

2. This is a description of the institution
of the Lord's supper by our Lord when he
visited the American continent after his cruci-
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fixion. He is described as g1vmg the people
enough bread and wine to be "filled"; they
were making a common meal out of it with the
sanction of the Lord. The church at Corinth
was eating and drinking at the time when they
wer e supposed to be taking the Lord's supper;
they were eating and drinking until they were
"filled," and Paul rebuked them for it, told
them it was not possible for them to take the
Lord's supper after such fashion, and further
told them they had houses in which to eat and
drink. He also taught them that when they
ate and drank to their fill when they were
supposed to be taking the Lord's supper they
despised the church of God. (1 Cor. 11 :20-30.)
Cert ainly the Lord would not feed his disciples
to their fill here in America, and then condemn
his disciples in Corinth for doing that very
thing. The Book of Mormon is not inspired by
the Lord!
Smith Versus Paul.
Joseph Smith contradicts Paul as to what
shall happen when the Lord comes. Hear him!
"And he that liveth when the Lord shall
come, and has kept the faith, blessed is he;
nevertheless it is appointed to him to die
at the age of man; wherefore children shall
grow up until they become old, old men
shall die; but they shall not sleep in the
dust: but they shall be changed in the
twinkling of an eye." (Doc. & Cov. 63:50, 51.)
Now read what Paul says on the subject:
"For this we say unto you by the word
of the Lord, that we that are alive, that
are left unto the coming of the Lord, shall
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in no wise precede them that are fallen
asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend
from heaven . . . and the dead in Christ
shall rise first; then we that are alive, that
are left, shall together with them be caught
up in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the
air; and so shall we ev er be with the Lord."
(1 Thess. 4:15-17.)
"We shall not all sleep, but we shall all
:be changed, in a moment , in the twinkling
of an eye, at the last trump: for the trum pet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
incor r uptibl e, and we sh all be ch ang ed."
(1 Cor. 15 :51, 52.}
1. Smith says that when J esus come s the
next time the living will go right on living
"until th ey become old." Pauls sa ys when Jesus
come s the living shall be changed and rise to
"me et the Lor d in th e air."
2. Smith says tho se wh o have kept the faith
shall die at the ag e of man, but sh all not sleep
in the dust, but be chang ed at the time of
death. In other words life does not end with
the coming of the Lord; all shall die. But Paul
says, "we shall not all sleep," die, but the living shall be changed at the time the Lord
comes. It is impossible for one to believe both
Paul .and Smith. One of them is wrong; one of
them was not inspired.
Smith Versus Peter.
But Joseph Smith and the apostle Peter
failed to agree on one point :
"He (Moroni, sent from God) also quoted
the second chapter of Joel, from the 28th
verse to the last. He also said that this
was not yet fulfilled, but was soon to be."
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(Pearl of Great Price, Joseph Smith, 2 :41.)
When the apostles were accused of being
drunk on the day of Pente cost, Peter said they
were not drunk,

"But this is that which was spoken
through the prophet Joel," and then he
quoted "the second chapter of Joel, from
the 28th verse to the last." (Acts 2 :16-21.)
Smith said Joel 2:28-32 had not been fulfilled, but soon would be. Peter declared, "this
is that" which Joel prophesi ed, that is, the
events of the day of Pentecost fulfilled the
prophecy of Joel. Peter was speaking as the
"Spirit g.ave him utterance," so must have told
the truth . That which contradicts the utterance
of the Spirit is not the utterance of the Spirit,
becau ,s e the Spirit does not contradict himself.
Therefore Smith did not speak as the Spirit
gave him utterance; his statement is contrary
to truth; it is false. This brands him as a false
teacher, a blind guide, and unworthy of our
confidence .
Smith Versus John
But we close our study with Smith's teaching to the effect that the apostle John and
three Nephites are still alive, and will live
until the second coming of Jesus. Smith's ignorance of the teaching of the Bible gets him
into trouble again. In the Bible we read:
"Peter therefore seeing him (John) saith
to Jesus, Lord, and what shall this man do?
Jesus saith unto him, If I will that he tarry
till I come, what is that to thee? follow
thou me. This saying therefore went forth
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among the brethren,
that that disciple
should not die: yet Jesus said not to him that
he should not die; but, If I will that he tarry
till I come, what is that to thee?" (John
21 :21-23.)
But here is Smith's version of it, supposed
to be translated from a "parchment written
and hid up" by John himself. Where the parchment was found, how it was preserved and how
it ever got to Americ a , we are not informed,
and, I guess, are not even supposed to ask too
many questions-but
I get curious about some
of these things. It follows:
"And the Lord said unto me, John, my
beloved, what desirest thou? ... And I said
unto him, Lord, give unto me power over
death. . . . And the Lord said unto me,
Verily, verily, I say unto thee, because thou
desirest this thou shalt tarry until I come
in my glory." (Doc. & Cov. 7:1-3.)
In the Bible ac count John positively denies
that Jesus promised him that he should not
die, but in Smith's account John is made to
say just the opposite. The Bible account says
that the report went forth among the brethren
that Jesus made such a promise to John, but
J ,ohn said Jesus did not make him any such
promise.
In spite of John's positive denial
Smith comes forth with the statement that
Jesus did make such a promise. John said the
report among the brethren was wrong; Smith
says it was true. John says the Lord did not
make me any . such promise; Smith says the
Lord did make the promise.
Which one is
right? And what a.bout Smith's claim that he
had a "parchment,
written and hid up" by
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John? How did he know it was from John?
And why did he not know it contradicted John?
If he had been inspired he would not have
contradicted what John said. Smith was not
inspired!
But true to Smith's desire to make everything over here on a bigger and grander scale
than the events of Palestine he has the Lord
promising three, not just one, Nephites that
they may live on earth until he comes again.
Hear him:
"He turned himself unto the three, and
said unto them: What will ye that I should
do unto you, when I am gone unto the
Father?
. . . And he said unto them: Behold, I know your thoughts, and ye have desired the things which John, my beloved,
who was with me in my ministry ...
desired of me. Therefore, more blessed ari,
ye, for ye shall never taste of death. . . .
And ye shall never endure the pains of
death: but when I shall come in my glory
ye shall be changed in the twinkling of an
eye from mortality to immortality ....
Ye
shall not have pain while ye dwell in the
flesh ....
And behold, the heavens were
opened, and they were caught up into heaven, and saw and heard unspeakable things
...
it did seem unto them like a transfiguration of them ....
But it came to pass
that they did again minister upon the face
of the earth ....
And now, whether they
were mortal or immortal, from the clay of
their transfiguration,
I know not." (3 Nephi
28 :4-17.)
1. The Book of Mormon .also contradicts the
Bible account of the conversation
between
John and Jesus. It says Jesus promised John
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that he would live until the Lord comes, which
we have just found to be false. Hence the Book
of Mormon is again found to be false, uninspired.
2. You shall never taste death.
But we
found in Doc. & Cov. 63:50, 51, that those living when Jesus comes shall not die at the time
of his coming, neither be changed at his coming, but would be changed later . Are these
three to be an exception to that rule?
3. "Ye shall not have pain while ye dwell
in the flesh." From this we must con clude that
they are in the flesh. Flesh is mortal. If flesh
is mortal, and they were to dwell in the flesh,
they were to be in the state of mortality. But
again, when Jesus comes in his glory they are
to be changed "from mortality to immortality."
This again is proof that they are now in a
state of mortality, and will remain in that state
until the coming of Jesus.
4. But now get this one from an inspired ( ? )
writer! "Whether they were mortal or immortal, from the day of their transfiguration,
I know not." He knew they were dwelling in
the flesh. Did he not know that flesh is mortal? He knew that they would ,be changed from
"mortality to immortality"
at the coming of
Jesus. How could they be changed from mortality if they were not mortal? This one statement alone is sufficient to prove the Book
of Mormon is the fanciful fabrication of an ignorant man. If he knew they were to be
changed from mortality to immortality at the
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c-0ming of Jesus, he knew they would be mortal, and yet he says he did not know whether
they were mortal or immortal during life. Believe it, who can? Thinking people will reject
such foolishness.
CONCLUSION:

Surely after reading the foregoing the reader
is in complete agreement with apostle Orson
Pratt, that the nature of the Book of Mormon
is such that, if true, no one can possibly be
saved and reject it; if false, no one can possibly be saved and receive it." That the Book
of Mormon, as well as Doctrine and Covenants,
is false has been proved to the point of demonstration, hence, according to Pratt, "no one can
possibly be saved and receive it." I believe I
have "clearly and logically stated" the "evidence and arguments upon which the imposture
was detected" in the hope that "those who have
been sincerely, yet unfortunately, deceived may
perceive the nature of the deception," and turn
away from the doctrines and practices taught
in the books. My prayer is that they may aecept the Bible as their only and all-sufficient
rule of faith and practice; that through it they
may have "all things that pertain to life and
godliness"; and that through the knowledge
gained therefrom they may escape from the
corruption that is in this world, and may become partakers of the divine nature through
the precious and exceeding great promises contained therein.
Apostle Pratt

also said if the Book of Mor-
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mon be found to be untrue, "it should be extensively published to the world as such ....
that those who continue to publish the delusion
may be exposed and silenced." Such expositions
have been made by various authors through the
years, and still the delusion continues to be
published, .and its preachers are not silenced.
But this exposition is added to the already long
list of unanswerable books and pamphlets, and
circulated among them, that Latter Day Saints
may have an opportunity to know that their
books are not inspired, and that their teachers
are leading them astray from the "faith which
was once for all delivered unto the saints."
(Jude 3). The fact that the faith was "once
for all" delivered carries with it the promise
that the Lord will keep that deliverance pure
from the corruptions of men so that there will
never be a necessity for another deliverance
such as Joseph Smith claims he has made. So
Latter Day S.aints are warned that any gospel
which differs from that "once for all delivered
unto the saints" is a perverted gospel, and "no
one can possibly be saved and receive it." The
Book of Mormon is an addition and a perversion of the faith once for all delivered to the
saints and as such it should be rejected along
with al.I other works of man. If this p~mphlet
leads one soul to turn away from error and
find the truth as it is in Christ Jesus I will be
richly rewarded for my efforts. May the Lord
use it for the salvation of many souls.
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i

Par enta l Irr es p onsibilit y and Juv enil e
DelinquencyF . B. Sheph er d
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Worldlin ess in the Chu r chE. R. Harp er
Attit ude Towa rd Th ose in E r ro r Colema n Over by
The Cost of Discipl eshipN. B. Hard eman
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Pape, 75 cents ; Cloth $1.25
Mrs. Roy H. La nie r
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Abil ene, T exa s
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WHIT TEN-LANIER

DEBATE

on th e Sunday School
~=====I

The only Debat e in pr int on this subject
led the man in error to see the trut h.
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Price , $1.00 p er copy
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Mrs . Roy H . La nie r
=====I
Abilene, Texas
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BIBLE

MEN B!ND

WOMEN

Roy H. Lanier
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Twenty- six lessons on men and women of
i the New Test a ment . The se lessons combine
facts with moral and spirit ua l applic atio ns.
Th ey ma y be used in high school classes,
and may eas ily be adapted to adults.
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Price, 25 cents per copy
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Order from

Mes. Roy H. Lanie,
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If you have enjoyed reading this Tract, pass
it to others to read and enjoy. If you have
friends who are members of the Latter Day
Staints Church, see that they get a copy of this
pamphlet.
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